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Herard possible
fine arts head
S.U.'s fine arts department
may have a new chairman next
year.
Marvin Herard, visual arts
professor, has been recommended for the chairmanship by
James Powers, S.J., dean of the
School of Arts and Sciences,and
Dr. William A. Guppy,academic
vice president.

Herard said he did not actively
seek the chairmanship.
"Being a chairman is not the
most desirable job," Herard said.
"There is no real additional pay
and thechairman isreleased only
part-time from teaching."

THE DECISION now rests
with William J. Sullivan, S.J.,
University president, who said he
will announce his decision within
a week.
The three-year term of the
present fine arts chairman,
William Dore, expires in June
withapossible one-yearrenewal.
Dore called for a chairman
preferential vote from the fulltime fine arts faculty at ameeting
last month. Herard, nominated
by visual arts professor Nick
Damascus, received five votes,
Marvin Herard
Dore received two votes and one
member abstained.
He said that although the
chairman's job isn't alwayspleaNeither Dore nor Herard sant,
it does have its rewards.
voted.
CHAIRMAN creates
SINCE THE fine arts depart- an"THE
atmosphere that makes
three
comprised
of
art
ment is —
possible,"
divisions drama, music and creative teaching ofit isinvisisaid.
"Much
visual arts— the chairmanship Herard
but the job makes the
revolves every three years. There ble,
relationships better."
are no stipulations, however, teaching
Herard
said Powers has inappointregulate
that
how the
formed him that should he
ment must revolve.
(Herard) be appointed fine arts
Last month's vote was to in- chairman, his term would not
dicate toPowers whether the fine begin until fall quarter. This is
arts faculty preferred a one-year contrary to past policy of installextension of Dore's term or the ing new chairmen in mid-June,
initiation of the three-year term the end of the academic year,
for Herard.
Herard said.
The recommendation was
Powers would not comment
then submitted to Powers and on his decision to change the
Guppy, who upheld the installation date.
Guppy said that the fall inrecommendation.
Herard said he wasnominated stallation is not a question of
because the recommendation is adhering to policy.
"There is no conventional
"kind of a numbers game." The
only division which has not held policy that specifies the date that
the chairmanship is the visual a chairman must take over,"
arts, he said.
Guppy said. "Chairmen have
taken over at the end of the
"THE VOTE is an expression academic year and in the middle
of the individual department of the year."
Dore would not comment
members' feelings," Herard said.
why
know
he would accept the
I
the
inwhether
"But don't
dividuals voted the way they, chairmanship if appointed by
Sullivan.
did."
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Federal rules limit funds
by Joe Guppy

Applying for and administering federally funded
programs is "unbelievably complicated," but benefits toS.U.are
worth it, William J. Sullivan,
S.J., S.U. president, said in an
interview Monday.
Federal funds account for
more than a tenth of S.U.'s total
annual budget of about $10
million. Federal money comes
from a complex number of
sources and helps fund such
diverse programs as the
Rehabilitation Institute and nursing student financial aid.
"THE FEDERAL money
helps us to do a lot of things we
think are important," Sullivan
said. "But you have to accept the
fact that by accepting the money
you have to be accountable for
it."
But in the regulations and
requirements to insure that accountability problems can arise,
Sullivan said.
Sullivan offered two examples
of conflicts S.U. has had with
federal regulations this year.
Both concerned financial aid to
students,one to veteransand one
to the nursing program.
The veteran problem
originated because the Veterans
Administration received complaints that funds weren't given
out until theend of the semester,
Sullivan said. The veterans had
to go the wholesemester without
funds and this created a
hardship.
THE LAW was thus changed
so money was released at the
start of the semester.
"This was fine," Sullivan said,
"except that a — number of
things like
propriety schools
the John Brown school of typing
or the Joe— Smith institute of
signed up a lot of
electronics
veterans right awayandcollected
their money. Then the veterans

Picnic features sun, fun

drifted off and never attended
the program."
Because of this problem, Sullivan said, the Veterans Administration put out a regulation stating veteran class attendance must be taken.
BUT S.U. does not have a
policy of keeping attendance
records so this created problems,
Sullivan said.
"The original regulationseven
asked for how much time the
veteran spent on campus and in
the library," Sullivan said. "This
was all because of this Catch-22
thing where they were trying to
prevent something that was a
result of their own regulations."
Sullivan suggested the fouryear institutions could have been
excepted from the rule since the
violations were all at propriety
schools.
Besides Catch-22 situations,
"federal regulations are not
always consistent," Sullivan
said, and told of a problem with
nursing student financial aid at
the beginning of this year.
THE PROMISED allotment
of funds for the Nursing Student
Loan Program to S.U. didn't
come back because ofcut-backs
in Washington, D.C., Sullivan
said. S.U. was forced to seek
other funding through the
National Direct Student Loan
Program.

But federal regulations
prohibit nurses from receiving
funds from both programs, so
the National Student Loan
Program funds had to be rejected
altogether.
"I think that's crazy," Sullivan
said. "There's no reason in the
world for that regulation. At
least I'venever seen anybody try
to explain it."
Sullivan said he knew of 30
examples of problems similar to
those of the nursingstudentsand
veterans.

ACTUALLY, having funds

appropriated from Washington,
D.C. is an entirely different
problem, Sullivan said.
"Often you do not know
whether a bill is funded in Congress, so you're waiting to see if
the funds youare countingonare
actually goingto come," Sullivan
said.
Sometimes the laws
themselves are satisfactory but
the accompanying regulations
cause problems, he said.
Sullivan cited as an example
the Buckley amendment which
insures "the family right to
privacy" with regard to school
records. The amendment
prohibits public grade disclosures and states student permission must be obtained before
transcripts are released.
THE BUCKLEY amendment
was simple, Sullivan said, but it's
regulations were highly complex.

the regulations were
shown to Buckley, he himself
said they didn't accurately represent the bill, Sullivan said.
When

The amendment had caused a
number of problems at S.U.and
"we're still waiting for definite
word on it," Sullivan said.
Sullivan said he would support a move to make Congress
more responsible for regulations
of laws it passes.
Four major private universities, Georgetown University, the
Catholic University of America,
George Washington University
and American University last
month adopted a "Declaration
of Independence, 1976." This
declaration stated that complex
federal regulations were hampering their institutions.
ALTHOUGH Sullivan indicated he was sympathetic with
their position he said he found it
"interesting" that, when pressed,
none of the university presidents
said they were actually turning
down federal funds.
Sullivan saidhe couldn't think
ofa practical instance whenS.U.
would be forced to turn down
federal funds on principal but
added, "If there were a federal
requirement that this university
do something against its principles, clearly we would refuse
that money."

"The federal money does help
us do things we want to do and
we do have a responsibility for

it," Sullivan concluded. "But
there are some real Catch-22
situations and the federal money
creates heavy administrative
burdens.It costs us toaccept and
run these federal programs.
"Youget into some reallycomplicated things. But that's the
ballgame. If you don't want to
play, sit in the dug-out."

official notices
Reminder
to
all
departments to turn in their
student time sheets by
tomorrow noon in the financial aid office.
Graduates' grades: Grades
for students graduating Spring 1976 are due in the
registrar's office June 2 at
noon. Grade cards are to be
submitted for each graduate
for whoma "G" codeappears
on the grade list. Only the
grade card must be returned
by June 2 closing date unless
the class is composed completelyofgraduatingstudents,
in which case the grade lists
should also be submitted.
Final grades: Grades for
spring students who are not
graduating are to be submitted to the registrar onJune
2 at noon. Grades are
scheduled to be mailed to
students on June 10.

Work-study jobs
open for summer
Many on-campus work-study

photo by Itmis collvrell

More than 100 S.U. students spent the afternoon swimming,
Saturday for sailing,playing tennis and frisbee
theannual ASSU-sponsoredpic- and soaking in sun.
nic.
Food, refreshment and sun
Highlight of the event was the
were abundant and students "let's throw Fr. Sullivan in the
met at Seward Park

water"

contest.

After the

Sullivan won.

contest,

however, Sul-

livan admitted he had one of his
assailants by thehair. He declined to comment whether his tactics were ethical.

jobs are available this summer,
according to Kay W. Soltis,
financial aid counselor.
A clean-up crew of20 students
is needed toclean vacated dorms.
Hoursare7:30a.m. to4p.m.The
job will last two weeks, starting
June 7.

An office assistant is needed

also. The office duties will in-

cluding typing 50-60 wpm, some
bookkeeping,filing, operating a
10-key and public contact.
Hours will be arranged.
Other campus jobs are
available for the summer. For
further information, contact the
financial aid office.

Analysis

Editorial

T.V. news more than info

by Mark Prater
This evening the senate will approve or disapprove the
considering
When
which local t.v. news
various budget requests submitted by S.U.'s chartered clubs program to watch, one may choose from a
and organizations. With the advice of the budget committee, blonde flip, a screaming plaid jacket or a
which studies the budget requests and recommends revisions, Lloyd Cooney.
the senate will determine the final budget allotments.
The blonde flip drapes alongside the face
Enerson, the screaming plaid
KING'SJean
of
THIS YEAR 32 clubs and organizations requested jacket is KOMO's Ray Ramsey and KIRO's
$107,474. The ASSU has a tentative $82,854.80 from the Eyewitness News is Lloyd Cooney's podium
University to allot, which means that $24,619.20 must be cut for editorializing.
THESE ARE some distinguishing
from the total budget request.
These are the club and organization 1976-77 budget features each station has developed to sell its
new program. T.V. news must be sold to the
requests:
$18,800 viewing public like any situation comedy or
Aegis
50
Alpha Epsilon Delta
improved detergent.
1,900 new
Amer. Indian Sludenl Council
Consider the billboards around Seattle
ASSU Officers' Scholarships
8.947
ASSU General
7.050 pasted with the faces of the KINGNews/SerAWS
1.561 vice reporters. The emphasis is on selling the
Black Student Union
3.775
390 news by theuseof these faces and pesonalities.
Campus Crusade
400 Or take KING'S recently remodeled studio,
Campus Ministry
Central Committee
II.305 pretensiously designed
for that "big city
Cheerleaders
400
newsroom"
For
2.308
effect.
the purposes of selling
Child Care Center
K80 the news, personality and format take
Colonial Guard
1.000
Fine Arts
precedence over the actual news-worthy con800
Forcnsics and Debate
500 tent of the program.
Foreign language Club
1.500
Homecoming
All three stationsdiffer in their methods of
140
IKs
promoting
their product. But each one com1.700
Intramurals
degrees two contrasting
bines
in
I
2.400
different
Ml N
300 elements: professionalism and personality.
Open Colllegc
Pathfinders
1.027
KIRO's EyewitnessNews, Channel Seven,
375
I'i Sigma Bpsilon
Political horum
6.295 stresses the hard professional approach.
50
Pit-Law Club
That is, the classic stereotype of the
400 solemn
Reach Out Program
reporter looking straight into the
Rifle Team
1.7X0
and
seriously recounting news events,
30.421
camera
Spectator
300 burdened with the awesome responsibility of
Students for Life
400
Tabard Inn Depreciation
keeping the people informed, a task so impor70
Vets Club
'
250 tant to the workingsof democracy,conjuring
Yacht Club
Budget allotments are— or should be determined up ghostly visions of Edward R. Morrow,
primarily by the degree of the club or organization's service to etc., etc.
Eyewitness News advertises itself as "the
the S.U. students. The Spectator recognizes in the senate
increasing exercise of responsibility and hopes that this most complete and comprehensive" newscast.
The emphasis is clearly on slick
responsibility will also be reflected in the final budget.

professionalism. The personalelement,lots of
smiles coupled with a casual remark to a
fellow reporter on the topic at hand, is given
only slight consideration. This uneven
balance of the two elements produces uneven

results.
FOR EXAMPLE, anchorman Kim
Mariner will finish doing a story of some
tragic shooting in his most serious character,
then quickly shift to another camera, smile,
raise his voice and say, "Nina the gorilla is
pregnant! More on that story as Eyewitness
News continues after this."
KOMO's News Four has aneven mixture
of professional and personal elements.
The personal element allows the reporter a
greater involvement in the newscast. This
gives the program an identity the viewers can
associate with. Here Channel Four benefits
from its senior anchorman Bill Brubaker.
But Channel Four suffers from the
presence of "weather man" Ray Ramsey. In
his allotted time, he proceeds to talk about the
Sonics, the Seahawks, his lunch and finally
the weather. He is a drawback to a program
that is otherwise quite watchable.
THE MOST progressive of the three
stations is Channel Five's KING News/Service. It provides the most dramatic combination of professional and personal elements.
This is possible largely through the talents
of Jean Enerson. Like Bill Brubaker, Jean
Enerson handles news stories with an impressiveauthority. Spontaneous conversation
is a large part of the KING format and she
manages it smoothly.
Where Channel Five is really ahead of its
competitors is in its depth of community
concern. School levies,consumer hazards and
other such stories are given more careful
attention than do the other stories.

Letters to the editor
sterling
To the editor:
—
Well, it's happened again
by
another sterling performance
our renowned electionboardand
ASSU officials.
The primary Tuesday (didyou
know there was one?)wascarried
off with the expertise and effectiveness of the Italian train
system. There was no publicity.
Sign ups for positions were extended which prevented Spectator coverage.

There were no posters advertising the elections. The fantastic
Mid-week report which was intended to carry candidate information was late for the third
week in a row and got on the
stands shortly before the polls
closed in the Chieftain and
library.

Again the dorm polls were
kept open later and the offcampus candidate was
eliminated in the primary. Then
too, we mustn't forget that the
voting machine in Bellarmine
was left unlocked and unattended. Moreover, polls in the library
were opened at 2 p.m.and closed
an hour later.
These elections are organized,
supervised and allegedly
publicized by elected and oftenpaid ASSU officials. Their
come from our
pay/scholarships
— originally
student funds
from
our tuition.
Organization,supervision and
responsibility seem to be lacking
in our new administration. This
election is one example;there are
more.
Fellow students, Isuggest you
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plain. Thereare good candidates
in this coming election. Who
knows, it may function properly
and more than 127 of our 2,300
students may vote!
Bill Barker

ASSU senator

witheld
To the editor:

Just now Isee The Spectator it
is indeed unconcerting to see let
alone read such an expedition in
syntactical criticism as that that
appeared by the late Joe last
name witheld by whichof course
1 refer to what he rote lately in
the pages of the Spectator for
Thursday May 6 1976 which is a
pretty good paper otherwise if

you don't digest it too thorough- Hag which anybody kno if they
ly because the college is here for ever read anything has two
the student and they should ap- colors which are: red, white and
preciate what trouble a textbook blue (the latter as punctuated
is too right which doesn't mean meaning white and blue mixed
it's communist ofcourse but does together of course) and that is
try to give all the information clarity! Because theauthor of the
necessary in a reasonably textbook has more money than
readable manner so sometimes you do and that proves he is
sentences have to be long in better than you are so don't
order to hold an idea together so criticize! Which goes for your
maybe you will know betterthan whole family.
to commit suicide at 2 a.m. just
before the day of theexam when Paul Cook, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.,
SCPFC
you should have studied day by
Biology
day so you wouldn't have to
(Dept.
witheld)
name
for
all
education
we
your
cram
try so hard to give you and
assimilate it earlier whether you
evereven thought of howmuch a
P.S. In actuality I shouldn't
faculty member could get done if have said that about Joe's family
it wasn't for the students andyou as it is probably nice people
probably meaning Joe last name which wouldn't do something
witheld don't even respect our like Joe if theycould've helped it.

Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington 'OLY'a

Published Thursdays during the
school year except on holidays and
during examinations by SeattleUniversity. Edited by S.U. students with
editorial and business offices at 825
10th Aye., Seattle WA 98122 Second
class postage paid at Seattle.
■

get off this apathetic trend and
get involved or you can't com-

1976/ The

things neverchange.
First hinted at in 1919 with a
Jn.
patent for "a tool
with which to open milk fc^/^V*and fruit cans" the sleek
7/////y^L.
r
steel line of the classic
beer hook had to await
y^BXs?]r ,ijsb».
the invention of the beer /^Bp^^^^^v
can by American Can in

Some

When employee

Dewey^^^^^%^^^^^^

Sampson was detailed to lnvt'

nl^~^^^^^^^^^W

I

this penultimately functional tool, i^^^y////J^//^7^^
succeeded in uniting 30 years of thirsty
throats with the contents ot millions of £' m^^^o///J7Qs&'i
It took skill and ingenuity and the result

justcan't be improved upon. The same goes for Oly.
Some things neverchange.A great beer doesn't change.

Olympia never will.

Boerdocsnlt net any better.

Spectator

TABARD
INN
NIGHT
8-11 p.m.
Sunday
free admission

Student Entertainment Provided

I. Q. questionable

Male, female mummies to be given tests

by Tom Parker
Amidst the damp, stale odor
of the Garrand building lie two
disfigured and deteriorating corpses of Egyptian descent.
Watching over these bodies of
B.C. birth is the diabolical doctor, George Davis, associate
professor of biology.
The bodies, one male, the
other female,are Cartoon mummies approximated at 2,500 to
3,000 years old. Both subjects
will be under extensive research
here at S.U. Davis has been
preparing the mummies for
several years. He will begin study i
on the pair with two separate
projects, one on the female and
another on the male.
THE FEMALE mummy will
be completely disected and all of
the soft tissue from the bone
will be removed.
"The reason we are doing the
disection is because the mummy
is in such a state of deterioration
that Iam afraid weare going to
lose most of thebonesand skull,"
Davis said.
"We are going to remove the
hair and the flesh and put that
aside for later study. We are not
going to throw anything away."
The male mummy will be left
intact.
"We are going to try to locate
red and white blood cells and
identify them. We are also going
to find out ifit is possible to type
the blood," Davis added.

male mummy died of this,"
Davis said.
A paper will be writen on the
findings of the male mummy. If
the paper is published the
students who participated in the
work will be given credit on the
paper, he said.
One of the reasons for the
research at S.U. is to generate
student interest in the area of
physical anthropology. Eight
students will do the work this
quarter for class credit and experience.

"THE VALUE of studying
this is that it gives us insight into
paleopathology. It tells us what
life waslike back then,the habits
of the people's daily life, what
ailments and diseases theyhad.It
gives us an idea of what it was
like to live 2,500 to 3,000 years
ago," Davis said.
This study will tellusabout the
adaptation of man,he explained.
Any knowledge that gives us
insight into how we came to be
today is extremely important to
us, he said. It might make the
difference of what we become
tomorrow, he added.
They are Cartoon mummies,
named after an area of Egypt.
Their exact origin is unknown.
The mummies were given to
Davis by U.W. They had been
given to U.W. by the University
of British Columbia. It is difficult to get mummies out of
Egypt, he said, and S.U. is extremely fortunate to have them.

DAVISSAIDhe hopes to find
a blood fluke disease common
THE MUMMIES are Egypduring that time.
tian upper middle class because
"The flukes got into the blood the nails were removed for the
and liver and it is possible the implantation of precious stones.

were placed at
their sides instead of folded
across their chest.
Also, the arms

Embalming was not uncom-

mon during those times but it
was selective, he said. The embalming was done by a datron
process where the individual was
wrapped, and then dried by infrared rays from the sun.
Davis said the carbon-dating
process will be used to help
determine more accurately the
age of the mummies.
"We believe the mummies to
be between 2,500 to 3,000 years
old. The carbon dating is not
always that reliable but we hope
it will give us a more accurate
estimate of the mummies' age,"
he said.
DAVIS hopes to get as many
interested students as possible
working on the project. "The
students involved will be doing
the physical work under my
supervision," Davis explained.
Slides will be taken of the
mummies as the work is being
done. These slides will then be
used in the classroom for
teaching purposes.
Any student that is interested
in doing the work will be able to
get involved. No requirements
are necessary to assist in the
work.

"It is a long, slow process that
takes a great deal of time and
patience. Any student interested

in working with the mummies
—photo hy sieve telle
will have the opportunity. Iam
hopingto getas many students as
possible assisting," he said.
and determining of red and plicated procedure and training
Davis said the typing of blood white blood cells is more com- will be needed.

Weekend Special
to
Spokane.

This weekend. Any weekend. Fly roundtrip between Seattle and Spokane and
save 35% off the regular airfare. All you
have to do is purchase your roundtrip
ticket two days before flight time and
depart and return anytime Saturday or
Sunday. Our convenient flight schedule
makes it easy for you to plan your week-

end the way you want,
Hughes Airwest's reduced airfare is
good on 3 day weekends, too! So give
us a call and make your reservation to
fly the weekend special to Spokane and
back. Hughes Airwest. We're special all
over the West. Because we fly to more
places in the West, Canada, and Mexico

Hughes Airwest*/

h

3
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Senators, presidents to be elected tomorrow
In the primary elections held
Tuesday for senate seat 11,
voters narrowed the number of
challengers to John Coniff and
Ken Santi.
THE RESULTS WERE: Jack

Charlmers 24; John Coniff 45;
Ken Santi 57.
Polling times for the final election to be held tomorrow are 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Chieftain
and in the library andBellarmine
lobby from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

seat eleven
he would like to see a better
coordination of ASSU activities
by minority groups.
"There is a need for a meeting
of nationalities. Ifind that ELS
students are often misunderstood and under-represented. Further. Isee a need for
better academic programs in
writing skills, perhaps a class in
composition style would be an
improvement," Coniff said.

seat nine

SANTI,
KENNETH
sophomore in psychology, is also
campaigning for senate seat 11.
Kenneth Santi
John Conniff
As a freshman, Santi was on
the internal relations committee
and
assistant volunteer coor- Points 1 intend to concentrateon
CONNIFF,
JOHN
a
dinator
an office in the
are bringing the ASSU activities
sophomore majoring in political ASSU. under
in
closer to students and especially
science and also
the honors
According to Santi, "I am on the voter apathy in school
program, is running for senate
seat 11
running because 1 feel 1 can elections. Also. I want to bring
Coniff, a member of M U N
contribute something to the more of the school's clubs in
and the political forum, said that ASSU and to the growth of S.U. focus as to what they are."

.

Russ Cusack
RUSS CUSACK, a junior in

community services is running
for senate seat nine because he
feels that his experiences in student government as a student
body president at a two year
college and as an S.U. senator
qualifies him for such a position.
"The senate's main responsibility is the allocation of
ASSU funds in an accountable
manner. Since these are students'
funds, I feel that the senate
should be more responsible to
the needs of the majority and
should not direct concern to only
a minority of special interest
groups on campus," Cusack said.

...

Joan Maassen

JOAN MAASSEN, a
freshman majoring in business
management is also running for
senate seat nine. Maassen is a
member of the dorm council and
orientation committee.
According to Maassen, a majority of the student body
remains unaware of what goeson
in student government,although
the ASSU is readily accessible.
"The ASSU must extend
itself more than halfway in order
to reach the studentsit represents
and the burden of this responsibility rests on the individuals
who compose the senate,"
Maassen said.

seat ten

senior president
CHRIS BOHAN, junior majoring in math, is running for
senior class president.
According to Bohan, he is
running because he likes to work
in problem solving situations
such as this and enjoys working
with people. He has worked on
orientation and homecoming
the past year and plans to be
involved inorientation again this
year.

"Unlike most of thecandidates
who have never been to a senate
meeting, I have attended them
regularly; 24 out of 26 meetings.
This gives me a very valuable
knowledge of how the senate
worksand how Ican accomplish
the most," Bohan said.

Chris Bohan

MIKE MAJERUS, junior in
accounting and political science,
is also running for senior class
president.
"If elected, I will make myself
available to the member?, of the

senior class by calling a number
of class meetingsduring the year
for all those interested. Iwould
also keep the senior class inclose
touch with the Career Planning
department to make seniors

junior

Mike Majerus

more aware ol job opportunities," Majerus said.
Majerus is involved in Alpha
Sigma Nu, pre-law club.
Pathfinders and is a resident
assistant.

sophomore president

president

Kevin Livingston

KEVIN LIVINGSTON,
in honors and
political science, is running for
senateseat ten. Livingston is the
current ASSU sophomore class
president and has been on dorm
council.
"1 know that the three dormitories lack interaction.
Perhaps I could help create or
develop bridges between them,"
Livingston said.
He plans on developing a
program that would eliminate
the streetsrunning throughcampus and looking into theneeds of
the driving students.
sophomore

Paul Routt

PAUL ROUTT, political
science junior,is also running for
senate seat ten.

Gary Carlton

Kirn Ostolaza

"I would like to try out moving
OSTOLAZA,
KIM
fall registration to the previous sophomore in business, is runspring for returningstudents and ning unopposed
for junior class
look into the feasibility of having president.
2-5 credit classes between
Ostolaza was the ASSU exquarters. Both pre-registration
secretary this year.
ecutive
and these inter-term classes have
"All
last
not an
year
at
worked out well other schools active participant,I 1was
just
took
and I'd like to get them into the minutes. Now Iwould like to be
curriculum,"
S.U.
Routt said.
able toget on the senate and keep,
Routt has been involved with communications open between
A PhiO's, HJR 19 and served as the senate and the students,"
an intern at the state legislature. Ostolaza said.
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Steve Grams

GARY CARLTON,freshman
STEVE GRAMS, freshman in
in chemistry, is running for honors, is running for
sophomore class president.
sophomore class president.
According to Carlton, he will
"Theoffice of sophomoreclass
be more representative to the president interests me primarily
needs of the sophomore class for three reasons: I would be
through better management of serving my fellow students,
ASSU funds. He said he also developing my own potential
plans to work for a decrease in and 1 simply enjoy that type of
the scholarships the ASSU of- work," Grams said.
According to Grams, two of
ficers receive for their minimal
work.
his present concerns are the ren"The bulk of the senate is run ovation of the Student Union
by a political science-honors cli- building and closing off the
que who see theiroffices asa base through streets on campus.
for higher positions. The unforGrams was involved in high
tunate result is the theycare little school governmentand has servfor the people they represent," ed as chairman of several comCarlton said.
mittees.
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FRESH LUCK
GRADS
Together we can make the world beerable.

Rainier Brewing Company. Seattle, Washington
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Waste project to convert garbage to chemicals
by Colleen Rahill
"One ton of waste can be
converted into 30 pounds of
'frit'," said Wayne Larkin, Seattle city councilman and chairman of the utilities and water
quality committee for Metro,
Tuesday in Bannon Auditorium.
Frit is a substance resembling
small brown beads that waste,
under theSolid Waste Ammonia
Project, canbetransformed into.
According to project initiators, Seattle is running out of
garbage land-fill sites. Larkin
proposed that the city contract a
semi-private garbage-processing
plant in southSeattle that would
convert solid waste (o ammonia
or methanol. The chemicals
would then be sold to a private
chemical firm, and be marketed
throughout the Northwest and
the United States.

LARKIN described the solid-

waste chemical process as begin-

ning with the grinding of solid
waste to make it easy to handle
and process. Following the grinding, metals are magnetically
removed— and the remaining
residues paper, wood, glass,
yard wastes, domestic
— wastes,
organics and plastics are gasified by a heat process called
"pyrolysis."
Pyrolysis is done by feeding
the ground solid waste into a
closed vessel similar to a blast
furnace. As the waste moves to
the bottom of the vessel, it is
heated by rising carbon monoxide gas from the heated carbon
residues at the bottom of the
vessel.
The gas permeates through the

solid waste,heating the cellulose
materials (paper, wood,
organics) and changing them
into additional carbon monoxide. The gas also provides
hydrogen, carbon dioxide and
methane. The gas mixture is

preservatives, dyes, synthetic

the south end. On the basis of
steel hardening, fer- size, it must be located within an
cattle feed supplement industrially zoned area and
and paper finishing. Ammonia is accessible to a navigable waterused even in the coating of way, railroad and major
fibers,
tilizers,

pretzels.

highways.

Methanol,

known also as

processed through a closed-gas methyl alcohol or wood alcohol,

is used by industry as a raw
material for products as formaldehyde, resins, glues, acetic
acid and many chemicals. The
ACCORDING to Larkin, the Northwest primarily uses
synthesis of ammonia and methanol in the manufacture of
methanol from this gas is ac- formaldehyde.
complished by catalysts which
I ARKIN noted thatmethanol
increase the rate of chemical
reaction. Ammonia is produced also may emerge as an
with thecombinationof nitrogen automotive fuel. It is already
with hydrogen. Under heat and used in farm vehicles and for
in the presence ofa catalyst, the automotive racing, he said.
The proposed Solid Waste
carbon monoxide and hydrogen
form methanol.
Ammonia Project, according to
In response to questionsregar- Larkin, will yield nearly three
ding dangerous chemical times the chemical energy as the
emissions into the atmosphere, electric energy used to operate
Larkin replied that engineers the plant.
Approximately 140,000 tons
have researched it and advised
that no danger of harmful of ammonia could be produced
emissions exists. Emissions to each year from Seattle's solid
the atmosphere would consist waste, he said. This is only a
almost entirely of carbon small percentage of the annual
monoxide, a gas found in national production of fertilizers, he added. Seattle's proautomobile exhaust.
"I wouldn't support a plant ject could also produce 32
which would release dangerous million gallons of methanol or 3
chemicals into Seattle," Larkin per cent of national usage.
said.
"IT WILL cost about 43
PROJECT initiators chose million dollars tobuild this solidammonia and methanol as waste plant, and it's got to be
chemicals because of their wide built with bonds," Larkin said.
"Congress put on a $5 million
usage.
Larkin also attributed the price support for the plant. If the
choice tothe fuel shortage during market price drops, the governthe energy crisis. Ammonia is ment will pick up the difference
used in yeasts, wood pulp, latex needed to pay off the bonds," he
added.
A site for this wasteplant has
not been chosen, but the project's
task force and the citizen solid
waste advisory committee has
narrowed it down to three sites in

Methanol Project, c/o Office of
Management and Budget, 402
Municipal Building, Seattle,
Wash. 98104.

Four appointed
to AWS posts

cleaning system where water is
condensed and impurities
removed.

Spellman, Hoppe to
discuss urban issues

For further information,contact the Solid Waste Amonia

— pluilo hy Steve relle
AWS has chosen the new officers for 1976-77. Elections were
not held because not enough
students signed up for the four
positions.
Filling the position of
coordinating/ budget and
finance chairperson is Elizabeth

Programs/workshops

Mocen.

chairperson is Maureen SweenyRomaine. Taking the office of
publicity and publications
chairperson is June Grayson.
Nancy Harder is public
relations/support
groups
chairperson.

iOMMELttML
Aept
;

k

Harley Hoppe and John
Spellman, opposing gubernatorial candidates, will speak
and answer questions on urban
issues facing Seattle at 11 a.m.
Monday at the library
auditorium.
Hoppe, Republican candidate
for governor, is the incumbent
King County Assessor. A
graduate of Washington State
University, Hoppe has held the
post of assessor since 1971.
HE IS the current second vice
president of the Washington

State Association of County Officials and has served on other
posts in the organization.
John Spellman, an S.U.
graduate, is the incumbent King
County Executive. He graduated
from Georgetown University
Law School in 1953 and practiced as a lawyer in Seattle for 13

years.
Spellman has held the post of
King County Executive since
1973. He also served as King

County Commissioner
1967 to 1969.

MEDITATION"

IVI

is

a proven technique to release

easy

NATURAL
ENJOYABLE

stress, increase awareness,

and develop creative intelligence for effectiveness in daily
life.
free introductory lectures

Friday 21st I
12 & 3:30
Library 112

IMonday - 24th
12 & 3:30
Library 113

Students' International Meditation Society, 322-1800
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Rainier Bank checks are available in a wide
variety of styles and colors.
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Sugar threatens health

job opportunities

by Betsey Barker

The average American eats a teaspoon of
—
sugar every 35 to 40 minutes 24 hours a
—
day 365 days a year.
The doughnut contains five teaspoons of
sugar alone. A single portion of apple pie
contains 12. A bottle of soda pop contains
from three to five teaspoons. Even that
innocent piece of chewing gum has a halfteaspoon of sugar.

JOB INTERVIEWS
May 26— Internal Revenue Service, Tax Auditor
ANY MAJOR
May 27— Union Central Life Ins. Life Underwriter—
Field Sales and Management Opportunities
A third of our population is obese;98 per
cent have tooth decay. Lassitude, fatigue,
nervousness,irritability, exhaustion and even

JOB OPENINGS
The following jobs are available through the Career
Planning and Placement Office, Bellarmine #115
foggy thinking are widespread maladies. On a
Washington State Office of Community Development
larger scale, sugar can contribute to heart Internship Mini resume application submitted by June 7.
disease and metabolic disorders such as
COMPENSATION ANALYST-PERSONNEL DIVIdiabetes and low blood sugar.
SION (1,035-51,1 19 monthly) college education or equivalent
ACCORDING to Dr. John Yudkin, experience in a personnel-related field, evaluate jobs, write
there is no evidence that we need sugar at all. descriptions and conduct salary surveys, demonstrated skills in
Yudkin, who until his retirement last year, written and oral communications, accounting and statistics
was a provessor of nutrition and dietetics and required, application by June 4.
chairman of the nutrition department at
($1,035-$!, 1 19
EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWER
Queen Elizabeth College, University of Lon- monthly), recruit and interview job applicants, select and refer
don,has written over 50 medical paperson the potential
candidates for employment,skills in written andoral
effects of sugar.
communications and working with public, closes June 4.
The sole function of sugar is to provide
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SPECIALIST I,($862blood sugar. However, other sources of
energy and blood sugar, like carbohydrates, $1,100 monthly), bachelor's degree involving major study in
fats and proteins can entirely, or at least to sanitary science, bacteriology and public health, environmental health, physics, conduct sanitation and evaluations,
some extent, be converted to blood sugar.
permits and licenses, closes May 26.
operates
The American diet is an abomination.
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT,(salary open),superFood manufacturers are interested in
unprecedented.
sugar-containing food and two-thirds of the vises secretarial work and transcription of information from
REFINED sugar can overstimulate the sugar youconsume is in your food before you staff into medical records, responsible for research date,
evaluation of program effectiveness, closing date May 25.
production of insulin and alkaline digestive sit down to eat it.
REPRODUCTION ASSISTANT/MOTOR VEHICLES
juices, interfere with the absorption of
The action taken by the West Virginia
proteins, calcium, and other minerals. Sugar State School Board to eliminate junk food SUPERVISOR, ($950-$ 1,212 monthly), four years experience
also can retard the growth of valuable in- from their schools is a positive step towards in any combination of commercial or industrial photography,
testinal bacteria.
reprographics or lithography, education in commercial or
better health in America.
industrial photography, may be substituted, year for year for
experience, closes May 26.
DIRECTOR YOUTHSHELTER, ($1 3,000-$ 1 7,000 yearly),administrate and supervise operation ofco-ed youth shelter
for rebellious youth, three years experience in staff supervision
and financial management, work and cooperate with referral
by Rod Harmon
black Congresswoman Barbara tion are Maria Sullivan, agencies such as Juvenile Court and the Dept. of Social and
"Our goal is the rejuvenation Jordan, and political writer secretary, and Mark Roberts, Health Services.
Closes June I.
of college interest in politics," William F. Buckley, Jr., Conniff treasurer. The organization has
members,
Conniff,
regular
planned
inpresident of said. Also
said John
is a day-long thirteen
the recently formed S.U. seminar on political ethics, he cluding some faculty.
political forum.
said.
At noon Wednesday in the
Concerned about a lack of
political discussion on campus, library auditorium, the political
The S.U.choir will sing for the the summer of 1974, after being
the non-partisan group hopes to forum will sponsor a guberQueen of Denmark, Margrethe selected to perform at the Rebild
11, and her husband. Prince
bring nationally an3 inter- natorial forum featuring
Hills Fourth of July Festival.
Henrik, at a luncheon banquet During the tour, theyperformed
nationally known political Republican candidates John
Spellman and Harley Hoppe.
speakers to S.U. next year.
in the Olympic Hotel.
for the Queen.
you Friday
The candidates will answer the
The organization has subThe choir, directed by Louis E.
mitted a $6,000 budget request to question: "What new direction
Kelly, will perform a selection
composed for the banquetby Dr.
the ASSU senate. It will assure will your administration take in
one good speaker per quarter, the following areas: legislative
DO YOU HAVE OFFICE SKILLS?
Louis K. Christensen, S.U.s fine
Joe Straus, ASSU first vice reform, constitutional reform,
arts department. The song is
president, said, citing the high school reform, and balancing
entitled "Queen Song for
work the summer vacation
Margrethe II."
cost of quality speakers. This conservation and jobs?"
for
goal is in line with the ASSU's
Conniff said the political
United Way jT^IbSHB
The choir toured Denmark in
Temporary
new emphasis on its speakers forum also hopes to make some
program, he added.
endorsements. Initiative 318,
jf ,
N DEAN'S Personnel
which would reduce all
jF jj^y*/~ *%"
1
THE POLITICAL forum minimum age requirements of 21
18,
to
to
to
is
years
bring
would like
S.U. such
under consideraregister now
speakers as former U.N. am- tion.
Charlieshas I
P.
Moynihan,
organizaDaniel
Other
officers
of
the
bassador
good taste
II
i
all office skills
keypunch
■ M
typing
'til 3:OO a.m. n
THESE ARE only the obvious uses of
sugar in our diet. Sugar is added to almost
everything we eat. Luncheon meat, soups,
canned vegetables, baby-food and virtually
every convenience food has sugar added. It is
even added to foods that naturally contain
sugar like fruit canned in heavy syrup.
Sugar is a dire threat to your health and
well being. Itis poison. In fact, it would never
be sold if it had to be proved safe. Amazingly,
the damage sugar causes to health occurs
from the amountsmost people ordinarily eat,
not from ridiculously high quantities.
Recently the West Virginia State School
Board expelled junk food from the public
schools. Beginning September 1976, the sale
of candy,gum, soft-drinks and ice cream will
be banned from these schools. The vending
machines will offer as alternatives fruitjuices,
fresh fruit, raisins, peanuts and yogurt. The
move by the board was unanimous and

Political debate new club's goal

Queen to hear choir

Thanks to
it works...
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THE PARTY'S OVER.

If
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The

All toooften, whenthe
party ends, the trouble begins.

And don't kidyourself
fbIIUNK DRIVER.DKPT. V
5P
BOX 2345
because they may havehad
ROCKVILLE.MARYLAND
20852
People who shouldn't be
some black coffee. Black coffee
want to keep my friends olive
doinganything more active than can't sober themup wellenough I I
for the nextparty.
.
going tosleep are drivinga car.
U'll me « ha] else Ican ilo
to drive.

.

Speedingand weavingtheir
way to death.
Before any of your friends
drivehome from your party,
make sure they aren't drunk.

Don'tbe fooled because
they drank onlybeer or wine.

Beerand winecan be just as
intoxicatingas mixeddrinks.

If someonegets too drunk
to drive, drive him yourself. Or
call a cab. Oroffer tolet him

sleep over.
Maybeyour friend won't
be feeling so goodon the
morningafter, but you're going
to feel terrific.

| Mi nmiwta

I \iklniu

Li:

I

_'_-J
r:
DON'T
LET
FRIENDS
FRIENDS
DRIVEDRUNK.
*±
s

f?

RESTAURANT

II

BOOKKEEPING

<J^)

CLERICAL

623-86TT

POEMS WANTED

WASHINGTON SOCIETY OF
POETS is compiling a book of poems.
If you have writtena poem and would like
our selection committee to consider it
for publication, send your poem and a
self-addressed stamped envelope to:

WASHINGTON
SOCIETY OFAye.POETS
91 1 Pacific

Tacoma, Washington

98402
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Hamburger research made
by Mary Hurley
With the quick pace of our present
society's lifestyles, moreand more people are
turning toward fast-food services for
economic and convenient meals. The hectic
pace of students helps make them very fond of

fast food

restaurants.

Three of these popular places are in the
S.U. area. Located on Broadway within two
blocks of each other are Dick's, owned by
three local men, Herfy's, owned by The
Campbell Soup Co., and Jack-in-the-Box,
owned by Food Maker Inc., a subsidiary of
Ralston Purina Co.
THE ATMOSPHERES differ among the
three.
Dick'sis defintely a take-out restaurant.It
has a walk-up window with no seating.
Unanimously, Herfy's has the best atmosphere. The eating area is spacious with
wooden tables spread far enough apart for a
little privacy and wooden divers to separate
rows of tables. The hanging artificial ferns
add a little extra to the decor. A floating
waitress brings coffee around to the tables for
refills.
Jack-in-the-Box is in between these.It too
has wooden tables but not as big of an eating
area. The nice part about Jack's is the driveup window for those lazy people who don't
want to get out of their car. Just tell Jack your
order, his obnoxious voice will repeat it and
when you arrive at the window it is usually
ready.
THE BIGGEST seller at Dick's is the
Dick's Deluxe costing 80 cents. At Herfy's it is
the Hefty at 80 cents with fifty per cent of the
sales. At Jack-in-the-Box it is the Jumbo Jack
at 75 cents and coffee at 15 cents. In the University District the Jack's biggest seller is the
apple turnover at 25 cents.
The hamburgers are claimed to be 100
per cent beef with little variation in the
dressings.
Getting into the smaller hamburgers or
cheese burgers, Herfy's would be the best.
Herfy's has the create-a-burger counter
providing more ketchup, mustard, onions.

pickles, and dressing. At Dick's these toppings cost an extra 5 cents.
The Jack-in-the-Box hamburger comes
with one patty,mustard, ketchup, and pickle.
Taking this into account, the hamburger or
cheese burger at Herfy's would be the best if
you like extras on your pattys.
SOME SPECIALS at Jack-in-the-Box
for 89 cents are three tacos; jumbojack anda
medium drink; or a hamburger deluxe, small
fries and a medium drink.
A new special is a free medium drink with
an omelette if you fill out a questionnaire
concerning the omelette. Herfy's does not
have any food specials, but they have given
out glasses for purchase of a Hefty, fries and a
drink. Watch for these specials. —
Dick's has the best ice cream Carnation
ice cream. Three different-sized cones are
priced at 22, 40 and 57 cents. They have such
flavors as peppermint stick, chocolate mint
flake, butter brickie, strawberry, rocky road,
maple nut, chocolate or vanilla. Their shakes
are chocolate, strawberry or vanilla at 45
cents. Floats are old-fashioned and handdipped at 42 cents. Sundaes are 40 cents and
come in wild mountain blackberry, crushed
strawberry, butterscotch or hot fudge.

by Rod Long
of

trumpeters,

jazz's

premier

Freddie Hubbard,

was a mild disappointment in the

final set that dragged painfully
near two hours at the close of a
ten-dayengagement Saturday at
the Pioneer Banque.
Hubbard is a showman, no
questions there. His style ofplaying wasa pick-me-up quality that
gallops in peaks and valleys on
his albums but obviously lacked
in his live performance here.
He seemed comfortable on
stage, relaxed well to the
overflow audience and at times
revealed a generally good sense
of humor. Unfortunately Hubbard seemed sluggish, almost
anxious to end the set. He constantly drifted off the stage, letting the three fine backup
musicians take the spotlights
only to return to close the four
numbers the final set covered.
Bright spots in the Hubbard
performance were the first
number, "Skydive," and the ex-

So Yer Bored . . .
films

The Missouri Breaks — Marlon Brando and Jack
Nicholson ride horses. Reportedly excellent. At Lewis and
Clark, Lake City, John Danz, Lynn 2 and Town.
Mark Twain, American— If it's rated G, it can't be very
accurate. Starts Friday with Trap on Cougar Mountain at the
Uptown.

Harold and Maude — Comedy in which an 80-year-old
woman falls in love with 16-year-old boy. "It's kind of a cult
film and I'm a member." — Tom Parker, student. At Cinemond.
—
All the President's Men, The Sunshine Boys Two of the
finest "all-male cast" films back-to-back.
Scarecrow— Al Pacino and Gene Hackman hitchhike.
Poignant and moving. One night only, Saturday at 7:30 p.m.,
130 Kane Hall, University of Washington.

t.v.

Thurs: 8 p.m.— "Shark Kill" (5)- Four people set out to
capture a great white shark. Pretty original. How do they
think 'em up?
Fri:9 p.m.— "The Birds" (1 1 )— Alfred Hitchcock directed this
thriller about birds who attack a small town for their
supply of Polish sesame-seed crackers.
1 a.m.— History of Rock 'n' Roll (5) -Rock V roll roots
are examined.
2 a.m.— "Them" (7) — Radiation leak results in giant
insects. Dixy Lee Ray demanded equal time.

HERFY'S has the widest variety of food.
Other than hamburgers it has fish, ham and
cheese, waffles, roast beef and french dip.
Jack-in-the-Box has tacos, breakfast jacks,
and omelettes. Dick's serves only hamburgers.
Persons interviewed said that Jack-in-the- Sat:9 p.m.— "Call of the Wild" (5)— Kevin Donohoe narrated
and produced this documentary preview of his spring
Box has the best hamburgers and that they
cruise activities.
enjoy their breakfast jacks. Dick'shas the best
9 p.m.— "He Who Gets Slapped" (9)- Always comshakes,
they added.
milk
petitive,
Channel Nine replies with analternate view of the
It was a toss-up as far as who had the best
subject.
same
french fries, however Dick's french fries were
fresh potatoes, greasy but fresh. Herfy's stood Sun: 8 p.m.— TheSix Million Dollar Man (4) — Still smoulderout because of their salads.
ing from World War Two defeats, mad Japanese scientist
Taking this all into consideration,on your
strikes back with sixmillion transistorized"six cent men."
next trip to your favorite hamburger joint,
12:30 a.m.— "Wuthering Heights" (7)- Classic 1939
think twice before you step through those
adaptation of Emily Bronte's story of a young beauty and
swinging glass doors!
a tall dark handsome man. Starring Laurence Olivier,
Merle Oberon and David Niven.

Freddie: seen more than heard
One

arts & entertainment

ceptional performance on the
congas by Sa. Included in his
repertoire was a ten-minute solo
that had the audience whistling
for more.
Carl Burnett ondrums was an
added plus. The man who played
more brass than Hubbard. alto
sax man, Carl Randall, also
deserves credit for pumping up
an act that otherwise might have
collapsed. Believe me. Hubbard
could not have carried the ball.

Anyway, the crowd that con-

tinued to request "Red Clay"
came to see Freddie Hubbard

and see him it did. Only wish we
could have heard him more.
Recipients of the Students
Resources Survey are reminded that the survey results are
due today in the financial aid
office.

Mon: 8 p.m.— Charo Special (4) —Charo embarrasses all

womanhood.

8:30 p.m.— "The Andromeda Strain" (4) — New brand of
baby food causes problem.
8:30 p.m.— Rachmaninoff (9)— Gesundheit.
Tues: 8:30 p.m.— Nova (9)- "How Much Do You Smell?"
Nova tests deodorants.
Wed: 5 p.m.— Leave it to Beaver (11)— Censored.
8 p.m.— Little House on the Prairie (5)— Family faces
extreme danger when herd of buffalo encountersa crop of
prune trees.
9 p.m.— Great Performances (9)— "The Pennsylvania
Ballet" classical and modern dance from Pennsylvania.

miscellaneous

to Help People

TheUnitedWay
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Free play at Empty Space- "Gertrude, or would she be
pleased to receive it?" a play about Gertrude Stein, will be
presented free to the public at the Empty Space Theater Friday,
Saturday and Sunday at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.
Archie Kyle's Big Band Dance— Food Circus Court,
Seattle Center, 8 to 1 1 p.m. Free.
The Captain and Tennile — Tennile walks the Captain's
plank. Opera House, June 11.

Vietnam horrors revisited in poetry book
by Joe Guppy
The confusion and horror of the Vietnam
War are described graphically and effectively
in The Long War Dead: Antiphony (Avon
$1.50), a thin book of 47 war poems by S.U.
graduate Bryan Alec Floyd.
The poems spring from the author's Vietnam experiences in the Marine Corps after
graduating from S.U. in 1966. Each poem is
named after a marine who served with Floyd.

FLOYD SPARES no one, especially the
reader. A few yearsago, the papers were filled
with reports of South Vietnamese torture
camps, Viet Cong children-soldiers, the My
Lai massacre, peace demonstration riots,
American raping and looting, and political
indecision.
With concise and often brutal language
Floyd brings all this back in a way that should
slow any movement to minimize or romanticize the pain of Vietnam.
"Lance Corporal Nathaniel Hampshire,
U.S.M.C." is a narrative of a marine wounded
in the throat by Viet Cong fire and then killed
by his own men when crawling back to camp
because he is unable to shout the appropriate
signal.
Another, "Private Ricardo Carreras,
U.S.M.C." is about a returned veteranwho is
so deeply haunted by his tour that he kills a
waiter about to take his order.
FLOYD'S writing style is sparse, simple

and rather prosaic, like that of Robert Frost,
although it is not rhymed nor highly metrical
like most of Frost's popular work. The toneis
reserved, with an undercurrent of outrage.
The poems are sprinkled with seemingly
simple, matter-of-fact statements that stick in
the mind.
In "Carreras" Floyd says of the veteran's
nightmares: "His days became gouged by his
nights." When a policeman, a veteran himself,
asks why the waiter was killed the man gives a
one-word
answer:
"
'Because,'

because that had been the answer given to
him for all of his other killing."
The helplessness of the fighting men is
portrayed throughout the book. They are in
effect prisoners of the politicians, war
protesters, officers and the Viet Cong.
DEEP IN the trap is the marine in
"Sergeant Buford Joyce, U.S.M.C." The
marine saves a young Viet Cong girl from
being raped by two Americans. The girl is
captured by the South Vietnamese and the
marine later goes to see her in prison camp.
She has been tortured. She spits inhis face
and says he should have shot her, too.Unable
to face the absurdity of his choice, the marine
kills himself.
Like all good art, The Long War Dead
transcends politics. Along with the war itself,
all sides of the political question are blasted.
IN "Gunnery Sergeant Wayne Boone,

fantasizes about two
platoons composed of the leaders of Red
China and the U.S. fighting eachother. Of the
politicians Floyd's marine says:
"It seemed they were trying to stretch this
one out forever,
all of them acting
like they were all the Fourth Person of the
Holy Quadrangle."
If the politicans and the military didn't
know what was going on, Floyd says, neither
did the war protestors. "Private Jack Smith,
U.S.M.C." tells of a marine who, after a
horrible tour of Vietnam, returns home and
joins the peace movement in college. But he
soon realizes,Floyd writes:
"that absolutism is addictive
and that the mob, any mob for any cause,
is always
U.S.M.C.," a marine

pregnant

with fascism."

THE VETERAN attempts to go through
the mob to history class and is beaten up. In
Vietnam, he narrowly escaped two separate
explosions without a scratch.
The Long War Dead has been receiving
favorable reviews throughout the country.
They are well-deserved;it is a compelling and
important book.
One of Floyd's characters "used to
measure his sanity by how much he forgot."
Perhaps our national sanity will be measured
by how much of the horror of Vietnam we
remember. Floyd's book will help.

Northwest impressions on exhibit at Frye Museum
the fate of the basket- styrofoam containers that come
with packaged supermarket
meat, gluedontoa pieceof wood
THE THREE paintings are and they layered with paint. Litthe same dimensions and are tle detail is given to the briefly
hung side-by-side. The small outlined turtles, fishes and
note attached to each says they human stick figures. The paint is
are not for sale. It also hints of thick and shiny but the result is a
Casad's attachment to his im- scene suggestive of motherearth
aginative depiction of on-court with the dark browns,
dominating black and heavy
action.
Fred Griffin makes use of orange.
media not traditionally found in
ANOTHER piece, "Crystal
THREE pieces by Mike canvas to contrast with theuse of
Casad, entitled, "Fred Brown," paint. From his pieces one con- Cliffs," has glass, metal pieces,
"Tom Burleson," and "Three cludes that Griffin enjoyed acrylic or plastic and paint to
Players," capture the tension and thinking of what to do with left accent the contrasting textures.
motion on the faces of two over everyday things. Seeing "Shrine," actually has the jawSupersonics team members. In what happens to the paint after it bone of a small animal glued
each of the paintings, most domi- is dabbed on the material was the onto the metal. Metal pieces
nant colors are orange, red and other half of the fun for him.
complete thealtar depictedin the
A rectangular "Moments" painting. Overlapping metal
yellow to suggest motion and
hanging near the museum en- pieces form the background.
energy.
Like acamera,only one face in trance seems to be created from Dribbled paint assumes the texeach painting is clearly focused.
The facial expression conveys
effort in one painting, triumph
on another and quick, gasping
breaths in another.
by Jean Kohlman
the magnificent Moffo's beauty,
The peripheral area around
The purpose of opera transla- vocal range and reputation, she
the face disappears in a mass of tion, from the original language was not up to the imposing
quick-hot colors. Motion is to the American idiom, is to help expectations.
suggested with swatches ofcolor the understanding of story and
and thin black lines. Pounding dialogue. If it is not achieved,
LYNN
SEEMED
feet and flailing hands all but reason for the translation si uncomfortable in her elaborate
disappear in the motion. Spec- questionable.
costuming, detracting from the
tators are non-existent. All that
The Seattle Opera Company's musical line with self-conscious
presentation at theSeattle Opera fingering of her finery. Leonard
House of Massenet's "Thais" Eagleson, as the amiable dilleSunday afternoon was successful tent, was ludicrous in his abin this respect.
breviated toga and briefs. It
Ronald Hedlund's clean vocal made one wonder if the effect
line and nearly flawless diction was meant to titillate the females
Professor Peter Schickele, provided the audience with solid in the audience, although his
singing was adequate.
musical satirist, will perform logic for translation.
works by baroque composer
The scenery can best be
P.D.Q. Bach at 3 p.m. June 6 in
THE THREE-ACT opera is described as tacky. Fortunately,
the Opera House.
based on Anatole France's the settings were simple, but
The performance is part of a literary classic. The original somehow the opulence of the
special Seattle Symphony or- libretto was translated by Walter Alexandrian era as exemplified
chestra concert to benefit the Stegman.
by strewing of large overstuffed
Musicians' Pension Fund.
It is the story of Thais, a pillows resembled more of a
courtesan and acress of incredi- slumber party than Greek decor.
THE PROFESSOR will be ble beauty devoted to the
portrayed in roles of lecturer, pleasures of the flesh. The focal
HENRY HOLT'S command
conductor, bassoonist and dog. point of the story is her conver- of the orchestra was exemplary
The program includes the sion to Christianity by Athanael, although occasionally drowning
"Hindenburg" Concerto, Canine a monk. In his conversion of out the voices in spite of the
Contata: "Wachet Arf!," Echo Thais, tragedy ensues in his fall- dubious practice of "miking" the
Sonata for Two Unfriendly ing in love with his convert and voices.
Groups of Instruments, Concer- lust for her physical charms.
The action takes place in
to for Bassoon vs. Orchestra and
Norma Lynn sings Thais with Egypt, near Alexandria, where
Andante Cantabile.
determination if not distinction. Athanael goes to confront the
Tickets are on sale at the Perhaps threatened by the sinful Thais. Upon her conversymphony ticket office, 4th demands of the role's wide vocal sion, Athanael leads her to the
floor, Seattle Center House, 447- range coupled with obvious com- desert oasis of the White Nuns in
4736. Prices range $4 to $10.
parison of her performance with whose care he leaves her. In the
by Josephine Mallo

The works of the Burnley
School of Art faculty onexhibition at the Frye Art Museum
capture on canvas and other art
mediums the flavor and impressions of the Pacific
Northwest.
The collection, which ranges
from a Seattle Supersonicsgame
to the Alyeska Pipeline Project,
will be shown May 18 to June 6.

matters is

ball.

ture and color of the different
pieces.
Griffin's "Wall Markings" is
entirely created of overlapping,
intersecting, glued blocks of
wood. The grain and color of
wood accents the thinly applied
paint, giving it another earthy
atmosphere and natural rich
color.
John Hanson reduces things
to its lowest terms: lines, dots,
squares, more lines, white space
and single-tone color. His
postcard-size paintings are framed in white cardboard and
further framed in plastic frames.
The effect is an illusion that
somehow the painting shrunk
within the frame.

series of dots above it. "Untitled
#32" details two pencil sketches
of faces but the outlined,colored
sketch in betweenthe twoscarcely seems human.
His two landscapes have onetoned colors and restrict
themselves to simple lines and
brief outlines. The whiteremains
dominant throughout his works.
The collection is appealing to
hang on a wall but the $100 and
over price tag leaves something
to be considered. The simplicity
ofthe art is also easily duplicable
but the imagination cannot be
imitated.
Other artists are Jess
Cauthern, William Cumming,
Austin Dwyer,Gail Knapp, Dale
"UNTITLED #17," depicts a Nordell, Marilyn Nordell, Gary
watermelon floating in mid-air, Nelson, James Peck, James
its shadow just below it and a Scott and James Richardson.

'Thais' opera a successful lyrical translation
final

scene,

as Thais lies in the

garden of the nunnery, Athanael

consumed by his love,
and finds her dying. The final
irony erupts, with her transcendent and dyingvision of Godand
the monk's consuming and unfulfilled passion.
returns,

LYNNLEAVES her audience

satisfied with her final efforts as
she sings, "Ah,itis Heaven. Isee
God."
Hedlund provided not only
musical clarity and distinction,
but combined it with economy of
physical gesture atypical of
opera performersand imparted a
fine dramatic as well as musical
interpretation.

P.D.Q. Bach
satirized

Medlund
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Hangliders soar at S.U.

Sports

The basics to gliding are sim-

ple.
I
he rider sitsin a seat attached
to the frame of thekiteand holds
on to a bar in front of him. To
turn the kite the rider applies
pressure to the side of the bar in
which he wants to turn and the
kite turns. When, landing the
kite, you push the kite forward
and it fills with air and sets you
down.
Bad wind is a problem. It
blows the kites all over the place
and canbe extremelydangerous.
If the wind is miscalculated it
can bring the kite into a stall. If
the kitestalls it takes a very quick
alert pilot to bring it out or itwill
fall to the earth. Most hanggliding accidents are caused by
pilot errors. It is rarely the fault
of the kite.
;./.../„,,,»rft.., ,4iri

THE KITES cost from about
to $1,500. The price
depends on the make of the kite
and the length of the wing span.
The kite that the S.U. students
are learningon are about 18 feet,
Schmitt said. "I'm not really sure
I've never measured them," he
said.
If you look out the window
some day and see a flock that
doesn't look like birds or planes
it might be the S.U. squadron
flying in formation.
$400

by Tom Parker
Man's eternal dream to fly is
materializing in the form of an
oversized kite. Strapped into his
wings atop a cliff, one step sets
him free with the graceful
maneuverability of a hawk.
Several S.U. students are
attempting to charter a club
through ASSU to band together
a squadron of these high-flying
hawks into a S.U. hang-gliding
club. The group wants enough
money to buy two hang gliders.

"We've learned to handle the
kites on the ground running with
them and stuff now we are ready
to fly," Schmitt explained.
When asked if hehad any fear
of flying, Schmitt answered he
had none at all.
"Iammore afraid of riding in a
car with the crazy driversaround
here than Iam of hanggliding,"
he said.
Gliding is an exciting sport;
'however, it is one of the most
dangerous ofall sports.One slipup or mistake can cost you your
THROUGH REI the life.
members of the group are taking
lessons to learn to handle the
MARK Cronin, a freshman in
gliders. REI is providing the dental school at U.W., talked
kites and the instructor at a cost about an accident hehad with his
of $35 per student. The student glider in which he was almost
takes a series of four classes from killed. Cronin was gliding by
REI and on completion of the starting out of the water ona pair
fourth the student is a trained of skis with the boat pulling him
aviator.
into the air on a rope.He let the
The first two lessons teach the rope go at about 400 feet.
"I was riding around Lake
student everything he or she will
need to know about the kite. The Washington with the wind in my
students work with the kite on face when I circled and started
the ground running with it, get- heading back up the lake.
ting comfortable in it,learning to Somehow Ilost control of the
put it together and taking it kite to the wind and it picked it
apart. The last two lessons, the up and flipped it over,"Cronin
student gets airtime. the start off said.
on a small hill and work up.
"Ifell 400 feet into the water.I
Tom Schmitt, freshman was fighting it the whole time
engineering major, is taking the trying to get the thing to flip back
lessons.
over but I couldn't do it," he
"I always wanted to learn to explained. From the fall Cronin
fly," Schmitt said. "One time I suffered a broken back, a broken
was watching Wide World of pelvis and other broken bones.
Sports and they had a segment
IAM just thankful that lam
about hang gliding in Hawaii,
and Ibecame really interested in still alive," he said. "I really
it," he added.
enjoyed hanggliding and maybe
this was just a freak thing but I
"LIVING out in the sticks I am nevergoingto doit again," he
never had an opportunity to do said.
it. WhenIheard about theclub I
"It'sa lot of fun toget up there
decided to check it out," Schmin and float down to the water and
said. After taking two lessons he itis a really simple thing to learn
said, his next lesson will get him to do, but it is risky and I've
into the air.
learned my lesson."

Coluccio falls

in region final
Medrice Coluccio, the number
one player of the S.L). women's

tennis team,placed second in the
Northwest regionals last week at
Pullman, Wash.
S.U., teamwise, placed
seventh in the event.
Coluccio, in the first round,
defeated Jo Montgomery from
WSU, 6-4, 6-4, followed by a
second round win over Donna
Roison of Lewis and Clark
College, 6-0, 6-2.
In the finals, Coluccio fell at
the hands of Sue Goesling, U.W.
1-6,7-6,6-8.

In that match, Goesling had
Coluccio 5-1in the second set but
Coluccio stormed back to win
that particular set in the tie
breaker, 7-6.

"Medrice played the best tennis since she wonthe tournament
three years ago," Coach Mike
Pagan said.

It works
for all of us
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intramurals
RESULTS:

May 11
ARMY over P.P.'s (forfeit)
Tallywackers over Sunßeare,
5-3
I Kai Ka over Fathers
Daughters, 23-21
Droogs over Herpes, 14-2

Aliis over Heimskringla, 2-1
May 17
AFUT over I.X.'s, 9-7
Fathers Daughters over Dirty
Mothers, 15-1
A Phi O's over P.P.'s, 18-15

Page

Upcoming Games
Tonight

6 p.m. Snafus (ARMY) vs.
I.X.'s

7:15 p.m. AFUTvs. P.P.'s
8:30 p.m. Herpes vs. Aliis
Monday
6 p.m. I.X.'s vs. Aliis

7:15 p.m. Heimskringla vs.
ARMY
8:30 p.m.Herpes vs. A PhiO's
Playoffs will beginMay 25, 26
and 27.
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The S.U. women's track team,
behind the running of Jeanine
Shepherd, Liane Swegle and
Terrie Winney, finished 27th out
of 136 teams at the AIAW meet
at Kansas State University last
weekend.
In the 800-meter dash, Swegle
took second in the qualifying
round and went on to take third
in the finals with a time of2:07.5.
Wendy Knudson from Colorado
State University won the event
with a 2:01.3. Marilyn Carlson,
Delaware University, placed second with a 2:06.5.
"MANE turned in a superb
58-second timein the first lapbut
couldn't hold on," Coach Roger
Hansen said. "Knudson is the
best runner in theU.S.and Liane
gave Knudson her best stuff trying to stay with her."
In that 800 meters race,
Winney placed tenth with a 2:15
time. She also took third in the
qualifying round.
Winney, also in the 1,500
meters race, turned in the second
fastest qualifying time with a
4:31.5, equaling a 4:51 mile
which is nine seconds faster than
her lifetime best.
SHE WENT on to finish
eighth in the overall finals with a
4:40.5.
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"It was the best race she has
run all year," said Hansen. "I was
real happy as she is only a
freshman and running so well."
Shepherd also made it to the
finals inthe 100 meter hurdles.In
that event. Shepherd competed
against 45 other entrants and
finished seventh with a 14.7.
"ALL SHE needed was a 14.3
qualify for the AAU," said

to

Hansen. "I think she'll do it.She
is tough."
Estimating the team this
season. Hansen said, "The team
did very well this season considering the numbers that turned
out. We've got a good foundation for an excellent program.
Liane had a super season and is
by far the best middle distance
runner in the Northwest," he
said.
"Terrie had a very successful
year as a freshman and Jeanine
did very well considering her
injury."
The AIAW meet was the last
event representing S.U. Next
week, the three women will be
competing in a twilight meet at
the U.W. Earlyin June, the team
will run at the Prefontaine meet
at the University of Oregon.

Intramural rebuilding
planned for next year
by Chuck Curtis
More peoplein administrative
positions, more student participation, and backing by the
ASSU and athletic department
will create a better intramural
program according to Brian
Healy, intramural director.
Healy said this year's intramural program was more
successful than it had been in the
past two years. The focus this
year was placed on getting more
participants and approximately
25 to 30 per cent of the S.U.
students did take part in intramurals.
Healysaid the biggestproblem
he faced was lack of student
awareness about intramurals.
"OVERALL, the program just
lacked students," Healy said.
"So many studentsdon'tknow
anything about our programs
and this was partly the fault of
the R.A.'s. To get participants,
the R.A.'s could certainly do a
betterjob, by forming teams and
by just trying to get people out.
They have so much contact with
the dorm students," he said.
Another major problem, Healy said, was getting students involved in the administration of
intramurals. He said people
didn't realize the importance of
officials, and the work that goes
into running a successful
program.
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S.U. 27th in AIAW

Due to this, Healy said, the
officiating may have suffered. In
most sports, two officials were
forced to work every game
played, one of them being Healy
himself.
"ONE person can't organize,
officiate, handle protestsand run
a program by himself," Healy
said.
Next year he recommended
the program first have a solid
administrative base. Second,
have an avenue open to reach
more participating students and
third, to get the backing of the
ASSU and athletic department
to push participation.
Brian Hanley, next year's intramural director, agreed with
Healy. To reach students an intramural section willbe included

in next year's student handbook.
It will list whatsportsareplayed,
when and where, when rosters

are due and additional information.
Hanley stressed that people
are needed to run the program
efficiently, particularly an assistant director and a staff of officials. He said he was somewhat
distressed by the lack of female
participants in intramurals and
would like to see some co-ed
sports introduced,alongwith the
All-Star games with other
schools such as UPS, PLU,SPC
and Gonzaga.
To accomplish this goal of a
larger, more encompassing and
efficient program,helpis needed
fromstudents willing to put time
into the program, he said.
Without this help, the program
will continue alongit same lines
—
of the three major sports—
football, baseball, basketball
with few others being implemented.
Both Hanleyand Healy would
like to see the program expanded. They have been organizing plans for next year, most of
them revolving around how to
get people involved in intramurals as participants and
officials.
WITH increased man-power,

the program will be a large
success, they said. S.U. has the

facilities

to

accommodate as

many sports as can be implemented, they noted. Clinics
under Larry Vance, P.E.instructor, will be held to improve
officiating. Hanley wants to see

that steps are taken to form a
board where formal game
protests can be handled.
If there are enoughpeople, an
efficient, organized, and most
importantly, a fun intramurals
program can be developed,
Hanley said. A good program
will be good for the school, he
said. With a dedicated group of
workers and participants, the
program would improve and
could benefit the S.U. commur>
ty. Healy and Hanley said.

Chiefs fall in baseball final Curtis'

by Chuck Curtis
In the season finale, S.U.'s
baseball squad fell to the
Washington Huskies by a 4-3
count last Tuesday night at
Sick's Stadium.
The Chieftains finished the
season with a 12-24-2 ledger and
were 6-18 in NOR-PAC league
play.
On Tuesday night the Chiefs
fell behind early and wereunable
to come back despite many scoring opportunities.
The Huskies picked up three
runs in the second inning after
S.U.starter SteveJones started it
off by hitting thelead-off batter.
Two errors and two doubles
later, the Dogs had its three
tallies, two of which were unearned.
In the third inning the U.W.
tacked on another run when
Chief third baseman Dave
Koshelnick hobbled a grounder.
The runner later advanced on a
passed ball and Jones dropped a
popup, which left him on third.
The next batter drilled a line
drive off Jones' arm, giving the
Dogs another run, and Jones an
early exit. Tim Gabutero came
on in relief and got the final out
on a flyout to right.
S.l'. countered with a run in
its halfof the third when Dwight
Otto drew a walk, stole second,
advanced to third on a passed
ball and scored on a base hit by
Dana Papasadero,making it a 4I ballgame.

Innings four and five were
scoreless despite Chieftain
threats in both. After a groundout by Joe Santoro opened the
S.U. sixth. Bob Johnstone walked and went to third on a wild
pickoff throw by Husky hurler
Nick Adams. Nick Valenzuela

Phoenix is the new king in the NBA West. Curtis blows
another prediction. Bookies up and down the coastare taking a
bath. Those who did not pay up are either off to South
America, taking a swim with concrete loafers or doing the
bump with some thug who is substituting sledge hammers for

—photo hv mark rontleuu

GERRYSCALZO (U.W.) tags JEFFPOLLARD(S.U.)out
then ripped a double into the left the four Husky runs were unfield corner to score Johnstone, earned.
Inability to get hits with men
stole third and eventuallyscored
on a wild pitch.
on base,a problem that plagued
The final score remained 4-3 the Chiefs all season, again
when a last inninguprising by the deprived the squad of a win as it
Chiefs was squelched. With two left nine runners stranded.
men on and two out. Ken Olsen,
Inaddition to Jones, two other

the team's leading hitter struck Chieftain seniors played final
swinging so end the S.U. games: outfielder Bob Johnstone
season.
and pitcher Mike McNaughton.
Tim Gabutero did an excellent
job of relief for the Chiefs, twirling 6and I/3 innings of shut-out
ball. Starter Steve Jones got
some bad breaks in his final
performance for S.U.,asthreeof
out

Netters 3rd
in NW meet

S.U. BASEBALL

NORPAC FINAL STATISTICS
g ab r
h hr sb
24 67 6 24 0 8
17 41 3 13 0 13
27 74 17 20 0 13
2.1 63 5 14 0 9
23 54 7 12 0 3
24 58 8 10 0 6
21 4.1 3
7 0 0
22 50 4
8 0 2
12 23 2
3 0 0
13 32 4
4 0 2
24 65 2
ft 0 4
3
0 0
0 0 0
8
0 0
0 0 0
12
8 I
10 0

Obeii
Olio

Pollard
lohnstone
Koshclnik
Vlen/ucla
Suntoro. Joe
Cougiin
Isoukaliis

Papusedcro
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Bishop

Gabutero
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oo

13

McNauyhton
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10 0 0
I
0 0
0 0
7 110
0 0
14
3 0
0 0
4
4 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
6
24 597 62 122 0

Miller
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Prince
Suntoro.Jim
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0
0
1
0
0
0
61
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9 4 .317
IK
8 7 .270
5 6 .222
14
9 3 .222
14
15
9 2 .172
II 10 2 .163
22
3 3 .160
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8
2 3 .125
6
20
3 2 .092
0 0 .000
0
0
0 0 .000
4
2 0 .125
o 0 0 .(MM)
0
0 0 .000
0
0 0 .000
5
1 0 .000
3
0 0 .000
3 0 0 .000
0
0 0 .000
159 78 42 .204
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2
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I
0
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4
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RKSL i/rs
OVEPIt.U.III.
2 ♥PortlandU 10
Central Wash. 4
2 ♥PortlandU 5
0 ♥PortlandSt. 4
Whitworth 6
Eastern Wash. 10
2 ♥PortlandSt. I
Central Wash. 0
I ♥PugetSound 5
Eastern Wash. I
2 ♥PugetSound I
Whitworth 4
4 ♥PugetSound 18
Pac. Lutheran 3
I ♥Cionzaga9
Pac. Lutheran 4
0 ♥Gonzaga2
*U of Idaho 2
2 Western Wash. I
6 Western Wash. I
♥Uof Idaho I

0 ♥Gonzaga2
7 *Gon/aga 5

5 U of Washington 0
4 ♥Uof Idaho 8
6 ♥Uof Idaho 4
7 ♥BoiseState 18
4 ♥BoiseState 5
0 ♥BoiseState 9
3 ♥BoiseState 7
i U of Washington 2

I ♥PugctSound 2

0 ♥PortlandSt. 10
3 ♥PortlandSt. 7
X ♥PortlandU 5
2 ♥Portland11 6
2 Washington I
OVERALL- 12 Wins,
Wins. 18 Losses
"NOR-PAC League game

24

Corner

Losses.

2

The S.U. men's tennis team
ended its regular season play
with a third place finish at the
First Annual Northwest

Collegiate Champions last
weekend at the U.W.
The team lostin a close match
to the U.W., 7-2, and the University of Oregon, 7-2. The
Chieftains, however,slaughtered
the WSU Cougars, 9-0, for the
third place finish.
S.U., 9, WSU, 0

SINGLES: Ray Weber, S.U.,
over RogerTyzzer, 2-6, 6-3, 6-4;
Dave Maesar, S.U., over Mark
Walters, 6-1,6-1; Dave Haglund,
S.U., over Mark Howell, 6-2, 26, 7-6; Jim Heliums, S.U., over
Dale Anderson, 6-2, 6-3; Dave
Gerhardt,S.U., over Jim Rice, 63, 6-4; Dave Baumer,S.U., over
Tim Schwab, 6-1, 6-2.

DOUBLES: Maeser-Weber,
S.U., over Tyzzer-Walters, 6-2,
6-3; Haglund-Hellums, S.U.,
over Howell-Anderson, 7-6, 5-7,
6-2; Gerhardt-Larson,S.U., over
Mahan-Hess, 7-6, 6-7, 6-2.

Washington won the tournament with 20 points. Oregon
finished second with 17 and S.U.
took third with 13 points.
Next year the Chiefs will lose
graduating seniors Ray Weber
and Jim Heliums. Dave Maesar,
sophomore from Mercer Island,
will transfer to another school.
In summing up the season
Coach Mark Frisby said, "The
high point of the season was the
5-4 win over the University of
Nevada, Reno and a tie with the
University of Oregon in the
Oregon State Championships."
Frisby also said he considered
the win over the U.W. Huskies,
at that same tournament in
Oregon, a season highlight.

It works
for all of us

Ties- NORPAC—6

his rear end.
The Suns certainly deserved the final victory, as the team
members were able to somehow transfer the pressure of the
seventh game from their own backs to the Warriors.One would
have thought the World Champion Golden State club would
have retained its composure, butit did not.The youngSuns did
and Phoenix is in the finals.
ISTILL can't believe the Warriors would fall apart like
that, since the team has such quality players. Iguess the team
forgot the man who got them into the series, Rick Barry, who
did not even see the ball for most of the second half:
LOOKS LIKE Phoenix has a bright future, but don't bet
on them to win the championship this year. Why not? Because
both Boston and Cleveland should be able to deal with the
Suns on the boards, where Phoenix wonits Seattle and Golden
State series.
BOSTON should beat the Cavaliers who are without Jim
Chones and with two of the most physical front-liners in the
—
—
game Dave Cowens and Paul Silas the Celtics should be
able to deal with the Suns. If not, bookies all over the nation
may have to close ship andhead for new locations like Senegal,
Zaire where you'd never be found. Who knows, they may even
end up in Spokane.
In other sports developments, the Montreal Canadians
quite
did
a job on the Flyers of Philadelphia, waxing the
defending Stanley Cup champs in four straight games. The
Bullies got whomped by quite a club and a funny thing, there
was no complaint about violence on the ice while they lost. It
couldn't be that for the last two years when the Flyers wonand
people screamed about their ruining the game, that it was sour
grapes, could it?
IN LOCAL developments, The Chiefs have grabbed off
two fine basketball prospects in Carl Ervin andCharlie Evans.
If the team can land Jawann Oldham, it will be quite a
recruiting year for Coach Bill O'Connor, who has suffered
through 8-18 and 1 1-16 seasons. The coach has had only one
winning year in his four seasons. He needs a winning season.
With Ervin and Evans, he has two fine recruits who should be
aboe to fit into the program, something a few other players
have had trouble doing.

|

Classifieds
Babysitter— Occasional
Wanted:
hours now, full time end of July
through August. Near Volunteer
Park. Transportation can be providcd. Fee negotiable. Twochildren and
new baby in August. 322-5634
anytime.
South-based crisis clinic currently
accepting volunteer applications to
man 24-hour crisis-referral lines.
Training provided. Good summer
field work experiencefor psychology,
sociology, social work and psy. nursing students. For information call
7231111883

1

Graduate student at S.U. needs one
or two more engaged or recently
married couples to attend four
sessions on sexuality information for
a grad. project. Each couple receives
$20.00 upon completion. Call EA 51242.

1 bedroom apt Available June 1,
sublease for Summer Quarter.
$100/month; includes utilities,
washing facilities. Partly furnished. 3
blocks from S.U. campus. Call 3244265.

Apt. to sublet for the summer.Finished, large, one bedroom, 20 minute
walkfrom S.U. $125/month.Call 3299231.
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STUDENTS

Why cart all your winter collection
home for the summer. Bring it to us.
Three mos. storage, $1,250 Insurance,only $39. Call first 284-6000.
Active Moving and Storage
Agents lor Mayflower

sJStofwSh^MIOI
VETS— Net $60-$BO for working 16
hours per month with the Army
Reserve. Call 281-3098.

"
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DAT
NOW ENROLLING

STANLEY H KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTSfI
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PREPARATION FOR

I
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ATSTE EO CO-OP, stereo discounng IS the name o< our 9ame
V° u
plan to P"«*»» a stereo system
X
on< checlc
w h us before V° u buV'
»"
"?a brands ln
9 hose bra ds hlch "«"' get
e
discounted anywhere in Seattle.
We
are celebrating our first successful
year in business on Capitol Hill.
Rememberourname— STEREO COOP, 325-0108.'
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S.nce 1938

In Seattle Area (206) 329-1970
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NEEDED JUNE 12 FOR
... 800 INVENTORY WORKERS
will be from 6 p.m. to 10 to 11

THE BON MARCHE. Hours
p.m. the Bon also needs 100 inventory workers the week of
June 7-11 for eight hours a day. Salary is $2.30 an hour.Must
be 16 or have a work permit, social security number, must be
able to count and will be given a math test. Apply in person at
the downtown Bon Marche, 3rd and Pine on the 5th floor.
Interviews are this week, see Ms. Rosenblum.

hapenig?
What's

.

..

PERFORMANCES OF S.U.'S PRODUCTION
"BAREFOOT IN THE PARK," by Neil Simon, have been
scheduled for May 20-22and May 24-26. Curtain time is8 p.m.
For more information call the theater office, 626-6740.
SCIENCE PICNIC" WILL BE
. .. THE ANNUAL "ALL
WHIDBEY ISLAND. The cost willbe
HELD SUNDAY ON
$1.75 per person or $2.75 a couple. Sign up and more
information in Bannan 509 or Bannan 303.

WILL MEET
. . . THE ORIENTATION COMMITTEE
conference room.

MONDAY, at 6 p.m. in the Chieftain
Anyone interested is invited to attend. For more information,
call Bill, 626-6330.

SECRETARY NEEDED AT CHILD CARE CENTER.
...
50 words per minute,
$2-$2.40
per hour. Must be able to type
answer phone, handle correspondence and help with
newsletter. To start immediately. Call Karen Clark at 626-

5394.
DAY WILL BEGIN THIS
. . . AFRICAN LIBERATION
P.M. IN THE LOWER CHIEFTAIN.

SATURDAY AT 6
Activities include an African dinner at 6 p.m. and a dance with
music provided by Dumi and Mainanzi Ensemble at 8 p.m.
Tickets are available at the door. Tickets are $5 for the dinner
and dance and $3 for the dance only. Refreshments are free.
For more information, call 624-4216.

...

THE POLITICAL FORUM WILL MEET THIS
MONDAY at 3 p.m. in the Chieftain conference room.

. .. TRYOUTS FOR NEXT YEAR'S CHOIR ARE NEXT
WEEK. See Lou Kelly in Buhr Hall.
S.U. STUDENTS
... A PIANO RECITAL FEATURING
p.m. in the library foyer. All
will be held tomorrow evening at 8
are invited to attend.
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"THE GRASS HARP," a
. . . OPEN AUDITIONS FOR
the novel by Truman Capote,will

Broadway musical based on
be held this Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. inTeatro Inigo on
the corner of Broadway and Columbia. Singers and musicians,
adults and children are needed. Come prepared to sing. An
accompanist will be provided. For additional informationcall

626-6336.

.QUESTIONNAIRES
..

THE INSTITUTIONAL GOALS INVENTORY
are due this Monday in the provost's
office, LA 117.

. . . THERE WILL BE A SEARCH at 7 p.m. in the upper
Chieftain.

FOR TALENTED
...SPEAKER'SBUREAUIS LOOKING
SCHOOLS AND CIVIC

STUDENTS TOADDRESS HIGH
GROUPS for the 1976-77 academic year. Speakers topics
include general to academic areas. Interested students should
contact Maria Sullivan at 626-5863 or 626-6472.

INN NIGHT will be this Sunday
... THE LAST TABARD
is free and student talent is
p.m.
from 8 p.m. to 1 1

Admission

included.

AVAILABLE TOTHE SENIOR
...FREE TICKETS ARE
graduates in the ASSU office and the

PARTY for seniors and
Alumni house. The party will be June 1 at Pier 91 Officers
Club. Food and a band will also be included. Bring S.U.

identification.
DR. JOSEPH
... AN APPRECIATION BANQUET FOR
p.m. at the

WindGALLUCCI will be held June 4 at 6:30
jammer (Shilshole Bay). Tickets are $10 per person. Price
includes dinner, gifts and gratuity. Sendcheck or money to Dr.
Louis Christensen, fine arts. Students are encouraged to
attend.
HAVE BEEN
.CANCELED,
. . CHEERLEADINGof TRY-OUTS
interest. They are tentatively
due to lack

scheduled for Oct. 6 in Pigott Auditorium. Next fall, the squad

will include four song leaders, three cheerleaders and three yell
kings. For more information contact the ASSU.

SPONSOREDBY THE ASSU ANDTHE
... THECRUISE,
Saturday from 8:30 p.m. to
COUNCIL,
will be this
DORM
12:30 a.m. Theboat loads at pier 56at 8 p.m. The priceis $3 for
off-campus students and $2.50 for dorm students.

